Question on car handbook tables  ECE16

As i-size seating positions are optional:

in order to clarify the handbook requirements for R16-06-03,

- for a car which has no i-size seating positions:
  
  \[ \Rightarrow \]

  1. fulfill only table 2 (as before), with the isofix positions

  or

  2. fulfill table 2 as usual and

      add a table 3 (with all possible locations "X" = not allowed for i-size).

OICA prefers option 1, which we think is less confusing for customers.

IG CRS confirmed that as a supplement, car manufacturer has no obligation to
add a table 3 « i-size » for a « no-i-size car ». If there are i-size positions, table 3
has to be added to define where the specific positions are.